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PREFACE
This report was prepared at the request of the Peruvian
Ministry of Transportation by Mr. Norman Mayer, specialist for
lighter-than-air research, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. Mr. Mayer's participation in t1iis effort was
rased upon his international reputation as an acknowledged
authority in the field of lighter-than-air vehicles. Mr.
Mayer's association with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration does not necessarily imply endorsement of the
conclusions and recommendations contained herein by the
United States Government.
SUMMARY ORIONNAL PAGe MJQE POOR QUALtry
The potential for dirigibles as transports in the Selva
Central region of Peru was evaluated by means of a mission
and economic analysis. Requirements for the mission and
data on the Selva Central region were provided by the
Office of Economic Studies of the Ministry of Transport
and Communications in Peru.
A total requirement to transport over 19 million tons(t) of
agricultural produce, lumber, and meat was projected by
the year 2004. A primary route involving zones for load-
ing and delivering this cargo was identified. The com-
biiiation of tonnage and route distances requires the trans-
port system to operate a total of over 400 million ton
I,.ilometers
Although dirigibles are capable of short field operation,
all existing airfields must be enlarged in width to allow
for all conditions of wind and weather and to provide
space for overnight mooring. A maintenance base and opera-
tions headquarters, complete with hangar and other service
facilities would be required.
The quantities of cargo to be carried establish require-
ments for fleets of dirigibles of various sizes and
capacities. cargo capacities of 5-100 tons were identi-
fied. Fleet sizes up to 106 dirigibles (in 20t capacities)
would be required.
Dirigibles were assumed to be of the nonrigid type ex-
cept in the 100 tcategory for which rigid characteristics
were assumed.
A method of determining dirigible coats was developed.
The values derived were then applied to an economic
analysis to determine initial investment and operating
costs. Those values were coin-oared a gainst airplane
costs operating on the same routes. It was found that
larger dirigibles of approximately 20t capacities or
higher could offer significant cost benefits over air-
planes, provided cruise speeds were higher than 100km/hr.
Dirigible costs, revenues, and economic benefits for a
transport requirement of loom; ton 1Qn are suinmarized in
Table A.
It is recommended that the information developed in this
study be applied to other system studic.,s. Various opti-
inal options for dirigibles should be further explored and
initial system and vehicle requirements should be developed.
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INTRODUCTION
A study to evaluat=e dirigibles as transport vehicles in the
Selva Central region of Peru wasauthorized by Ithe Office
of Economic Studies (O.E.E.) of the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications,
	 department of the Government of
Peru. The Selva Central teaches from the eastern side of
the Sierra (Andes Mountains) to the border of Brazil and
lies approximately between the latitudes of 8-12 0
 S. its
general location and specific details are shown in Figures
1a &1b. it is, for the most part, an undeveloped area of
tropical jungle, densely forested. A major navigable river
system flowing mainly north into the Amazon Basin provides
surface transport in the western portion of the Selva.
The government has broad plans to develop the Selva and
exploit its natt.±.ral resources, including timber from the
forests and by extensive agricultural development. A major
obstacle is the lack of a suitable system of transport.
A number of sTrall settlements exist mostly along river
banks. Many of these are equipped with landing fields suit-
able for light aircraft operation. This form of transport
is the prime means for personal and light cargo movement.
Air service to these sites is non-scheduled and is usually
obtained by charter. A major improvement in transport capa-
bility would be possible if the airfields could be enlarged
and hardened to accommodate heavier aircraft. However, this
represents a major undertaking involving high costs and
the difficulty of transporting construction materials, and
not justified by present traffic levels or population den-
sities.
The use of lighter-than-air vehicles (dirigibles) has been
suggested as a means of obtaining a large increase in air
transport capability without the attendant complication and
expense of major airport improvement, and with possible
lower operational costs over airplanes of similar capacity.
This study was undertaken to evaluate this potential, iden-
tify suitable dirigible sizes and types and determine eco-
nomic benefits.
The study was conducted in three phases:
I	 Acquisition of basic data and requirements
II Analysis of dirigible types, sizes, and economics
III Preparation and Presentation of Report
The first phase was performed by making a personal visit to 	 a
Peru to meet with members of the O.E.E. and discuss
.	 -1-
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requirements. This was followed by an aerial inspection of
the Selva Central and an examination of various potential
operation sites.
Phase 11 was conducted using data from the author's files,
data from dirigible vendors and manufacturers, computer
analysis of dirigible sizes and performance characteristics
from the U.S. Navy NAPSAP*program and the NASA-Goodyear
developed HLA WER41 program, and an integrated analysis of
all of this information.
The final phase, the report, was prepared in both Spanish
and English versions.
Phase I was conducted between 22 September, and 2 October,
1981. Phase 11 was initiated 4 November, 1981, and com-
pleted 15 March, 1982.
NAPSAP- Naval Airship Program for Sizing and Performance
ILA-WER- Heavy Lift Airship- Weight Estimating Relationships
-2-
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The basic principles of aerostatics are explained in
Appendix A. The torm dirigible is used as described in
Appendix A, and is meant to include all types of powered
aerostats.
Two major types have boon considered: the conventional
dirigible which derives most or all of its lift from
buoyancy, and a hybrid which combines static and rotary aero-
dynatilic lift and control. Dirigibles which use vectored
thrust to assist in take-off or landing are regarded as con-
ventional unless otherwise noted. These types were chosen
as most suitable for the mission requirements. They have
aL^o been the subject of some technology development and
studies from which much useful data were obtained.
When conventional dirigibles are in equilibrium, they liter-
ally float in the atmosphere. However, conditions are sel-
dom constant for more than a few minutes and most often less
so that the aircraft will become heavy or light and begin
to settle to the ground or rise to higher altitude. Station
keeping over a fixed point is also theoretically possible
but can be a difficult operation in winds which vary in
velocity and direction.
Vectored thrust coupled with forward and reverse propulsion
can be used tor making small corrections in buoyancy and
position, but major alterations of the dirigible's attitude
require use of very large forces and consequently much power
such as is used in hybrid types. on this basis, hovering
flight for cargo loading or unloading is not considered prac-
tical for conventional dirigibles. In these cases, landing
is regarded as the normal procedure.
When on the ground, it is presumed that conventional dirigi-
bles are restrained by a ground crew for short periods and
by a mooring mast for long periods. Cargo loading would be
considered a long period operation particularly with large
or complex loads requiring special handling and equipment.
Some passenger and light cargo loading could be accomplished
with the aid of a ground crew only.
The second type of dirigible considered in this study, the
hybrid, can be designed in many combinations to provide
various ratios of buoyancy and aerodynamic lift. In this
study, those which operate at /6(buoyancy values) *of
Gross Lift
-3-	 13 = Gross Weight
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approximately 0.5 are the main types considered. These
types are capable of hovering flight and landing or taking
off un,s:isted up to certain maximum wind conditions.
During flight, the consumption of fuel reduces the weight
of dirigibles. A static condition close to equilibrium is
the most des''rable at all times for conventional dirigibles,
since this allows near vertical take-offs, minimum landing
space, and minimum drag during flight. Therefore, the pilot
must plan the flight such that the desired conditions are
maintained or at least approached. This can be done in
two ways: (1) the static heaviness at take-off can be
equal to the weight of fuel consumed during flight so
that landing can occur at or near equilibrium. This re-
quires a running take-off or the use of vectored thrust.
(2) An engine exhaust gas water recovery system can be
used to accumulate ballast and prevent weight loss. The
hybrid dirigibles discussed in this report do not require
these adjustments since they operate statically heavy at
all times.
Conventional dirigibles must also carry sufficient remov-
able weight (ballast) so that their total mass remains
close to the limits discussed above. Thus during loading
of cargo, ballast must be removed to correspond to cargo
weight, and in turn, re-installed as cargo is removed.
if cargo is being transported in both directions, this
can be the equivalent of ballast provided the quantity
removed corresponds to the new cargo loaded. Otherwise,
non-revenue weight must be removed or carried. A con-
venient form of ballast is water.
Both conventional and hybrid dirigibles are presumed to be
equipped with landing gears such that rolling take-offs
are possible, and where mooring for long periods when the
aircraft is in contact with the ground is also feasible.
The trade-off between conventional and hybrid types is
dependent on mission requirements. Generally, conventional
types are less expensive to build, require much less power,
and are more fuel efficient. Triey are also capable of 	 ;?
fully buoyant (equilibrium) operation which provides greater
safety and reliability. Hybrids provide positive control
at all speeds, are capable of hovering and making some
cargo pick-ups in the air, and can land and take-off un-
assisted from unprepared surfaces.
-4-
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Cargoes and Routes
Rates of production of various crops, timber, and meat
over a 20 year period beginning in 1985, were provided
by the O.E.E. (see Appendix 13). These show -that a total
of 19 million tons of agricultural products, 97,000 tons
of forest products, and 17,000 tons of beef would be ex-
ported from the region. Present cargoes in or out of the
region are insignificant compared to these predictions.
Certain zones for collecting and transporting these car-
goes were also suggested by :rho O . E . E . , these include: Pto.
Ocopa (or Prado), Puyeni, Malaya, Obenteni, Pto. Rico,
Pto. Brou, and Esperanza, with a terminus for all routes
at Mazamari. Since it is desirable to keep the flight
altitude of dirigibles as low as possible for greatest
efficiency, the elevation of Mazamari was used as a maxi-
mum airport altitude. Assuming a ground clearance of
1000 ft., a cruise altitude of 3150 ft. (960m) a.s.l. is
required. All zones are accessible with this limitation
except that routes must be chosen which avoid flight over
terrain of higher altitude. One of these is the route
from Pto. Rico to Mazamari. Direct flight would involve
crossing mountains from 2000-3000m high. Therefore, a
course along the Rio Eno to Mazamari via Pto. Ocopa is
preferred. This involves a distance of 130km instead of
95 for the direct route.
Another problem exists in the route from Obenteni to Pto.
Ocopa. No low altitude course seems available here. A
flight altitude, assuming 1000ft. land clearance, or
4281 ft. (1305m) would have to be maintained. Two alterna-
tives are possible; one is raising the maximum flight alti-
tude for the Atalaya-Oben'L-.;-ni , Pto. Ocopa-Mazamari route.
The second is reversing the route, starting at Obqnteni,
flying to Atalaya and thence to Pto. Ocopa and Mazamari.
The first alternative allows using the same size dirigible
as on the other routes but filled with less helium and
therefore carrying lower payload or using a slightly lar-
ger dirigible for the same payload. The second choice re-
quires a longer flight distance - 230 vs. 77km.
With the above limitations in mind, the following primary
routes were used in the study:
I. Atalaya-Puyeni-Pto. Ocopa-Mazamari
2. Atalaya-Obenteni-Pto. Ocopa-Mazamari
3. Pto. Rico-Pto. Ocopa-Mazamari
4. Esperanze-Atalaya-Pto. Ocopa-Mazamari
-5-
Pry
5. PtO. Brou-Atulaya-in to. Ooopa-Mazamari
Figure 2 shows these routes, dirigible flight distance,
and rolative locations of airports.
Reg ion export rates and route distn= e ra	 area 	 to
vehicle requirements by the term: transport productionMo. The transport production rates (ton -km) were
valoulated for the 20 your period of interest and are
shown in tables	 and 4. The total rates are plotted
in KWO 3. For each location, the dirigible flight
route distance was used, with the exception of Obenteni,
whorc,
 the higher altitude route direct to Pto. Mope, was
aos"mod.
it is obvious, from these requirements that a Elect of
dirigibles would be needed to provide transport service
to the region. The successive parts of this study are
basod on this a8sumpLion. The sizes of the dirigibles and
numbero used in the Met are primarily dopendQnt on trans-
port domand.
Dirigible operations require tho use of a cleared and
IOVOI06 lauding OR O. It is oonooivablo that such sites
could be lovatod in tho centers of ogrivultural areas
so that direct, loading and unloading is possible with-
OU L nOOd Of sur&00 transport. Existing airfields, withproper modifications, can also be used. Figure 4 showsethairstrip at into. Brou. This is typical of present
faoilitios in areas Moro little development bus occurred.
A mores developed site is the airport at mazamari, the in-
tondod terminal point for all cargoes. This is shown in
Figure 5. In this study, it was presumed that some develop-
Mont will bo required either by enlarging present air-
fields or by clearing now sites. The former method was
chosen as tho least expensive procedure although the
Oifforonoos between both mQtbods are relatively insignifi-
cant.
Appendix 0 lists data furnished by tho O.E.E. on 71 airports
in the Solva Central including those identified along the
primary routes. With a Low exceptions, most airports are
at elevations below the altitude limit noted above. Air-ports which exceed the elevation limit are:
-6-
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,lto Vichanaqui, Kolpiroshiato, Mantaro Chico, Oxapampal
San Ramon, and Zotzique. However, several of the othoro,
although at low enough altitude, are not directly accessible
without greatly exceeding the flight altitude limits estab-
lished for the primary routes, and therefore may not be
of interest for dirigible use.
The airport runways along the primary routes vary from
300-1500m in length. Conventional dirigibles operating
at maximum design take-off heaviness require about 3
dirigible lengthe, for a running take-off in order to clear
high and of the runway obataclas such as trees. If an
a i rport runway is oriented in the direction of the prevail-
ing wind, it is possible for dirigibles of any type to land
with very limited runway widths -- assuming the dimensions
of the field at least. exceed those of the dirigible, provided
there is no shift in the wind direction, and assuming that
the aircraft is close to equilibrium. While this can be
done under these selected circumstances, daily operation
under varying weather conditions dictates having more
maneuvering room. Also, unless it can be guaranteed that
no wind direction change w ill occur, field widths equaling
at least 2 dirigible lengths are required for mooring.
These limitations can be a pproximately equated to cargo
capacity and used to identify dirigible and airport size re-
quiremants. All fields along the primary route are of
sufficient length to accommodate dirigibles up to 10 tons
payload capacity. Beyond this capacity, some airfields
must be lengthened. These include: Vto. Brou, Puyani, a:-.d
probably obenteni and Pto. Rico. (No data were furnished
on these two). Conventional dirigibles which are equipped
with vectoring propellers may be able to operate within all
present field lengths, provided that the take-off heavinessQs
do not exceed the availal a vertical thrust. Hybrid dirigi-
bles would also be capable of landing and taking-off within
present field lengths.
Present airport widths are insufficient for all sizes. None
of the fields on the primary routes meet minimum requirements.
Two fields, on the list of 71, are known to have sufficient
width beyond listed runway dimensions (Pucallpa, Shepahua).
The modifications of airports on the primary routes required
for dirigible ojj^rations are indicated on Table 5. As shown,
all airports required only a type B modification (increase
in width) to accommodate dirigibles up to 10T payloads. Air-
ports of higher capacity .-,will require both type A and B
modifications. It should be emphasized that these are the
very minimum dimensions for airport sizes
-15-
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Ground Facilities
Dirigible operations require certain minimum facilities
on the ground. These include:
1. Ground handling and mooring equipment.
2. Ballast supply.
In addition, a complete system operation involves certain
other facilities:
3. Vase of operations.
4. Maintenance base.
5. Duel supply.
6. Helium supply
It is assumed that all airports will incorporate items
1 and 2. Items 3 and 4 can be at the same airport, and
could be a combined facility. It is also presumed that
all fueling will occur at the base of operations and
none will be required at other route airports. This is
likewise true for helium. Actual differences from these
assumptions will not be important to this analysis.
Handling and Mooring
In steady winds of low velocity, it is feasible to load and
unload conventional dirigibles without use of auxiliary
ground equipment. As a minimum however, a ground crew
is required to hold the dirigible at one point on the
field. Loading and unloading large and heavy cargoes
over long periods of time particularly in unsteady winds
is generally beyond the capability of ground crews alone
and auxiliary equipment such as a mooring mast must be
used.
A mooring mast is needed at each airport since it is pre-
sumed that cargo loading will require tethering conven-
tional dirigibles. Although hybrids may not require masts,
as the fleet grows, facilities for overnight mooring must
be provided at most airports since it would not be practical
to base the entire fleet at one airport regardless of the
type of dirigible. This means that mooring circles in
addition to the one assumed to exist at each airport
must be provided -- one for each dirigible.
A mooring site is constructed by clearing and leveling
a circular area with a diameter equal to two dirigible
-20-
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lengths. A mast is erected in the contL-r. No special
ground preparation for the mast assombly is required.
Mooring masts for normal operations can be fixed and
located to one side of the operations area (runway) .
Fixed Masts ,A I:C' 110111 1ally steel.LOWQrS UnChOrCd 'to the
ground by guy wires and a 
base fitting. Figure 7 shows
a typical mast. Figure 8 lists the chdraoteristics.
Thoy arc usually designed -(Q be disassembled in sections
and can be tvan8portod by ground or air vehicles. When
a di •igiblo leas landod, it is moved to the must, whichis located in the ocntor of a cleared space or "mooring
C"irclo" .
Mobiles masts are used where more flexibility in ground
handling is requirod such as docking and undocking from
a hangar. Mobilo masts also provido the advantago, of
boing parlkod at tho side 
of 
L'bo airport when not in use.
"hose aro totrabodronul shaped towovs mounted on a
wheeled baBo and towed by tractors. (Soo Figures 9 and
10). It, is assumod that dirigiblos up to and including
thoso of 10 ton capacity can bo ground handled with only
the ussi.stanco of a ground crew, and beyond this with the
aid of mechanical "mulos". Mules, as dovolopod for
naval dirigiblos, are four whool st(^orable vehicles
oquippod with cons Lant ton.,Uon winohos fort holding the
handling lines of the dii;iqibles. Thoy aro manned by
two oporator 's. (Soo Figuros 11 and 12) .
^)porqtions and Maj.ntt-manco Baso
This baso would be the center for all the 	 pre—
flight preparation and major maintenance. It would be
the point for all flight soho&iling, fueling, and
helium replenishment. Each dirigible is schodulod for
a onco por yoar, 3 waeR period, for major maint.Qnanco.
A complote bass would include the following facilities:
Hangar
Mobile Mooring Mast
Fixed Mooring Masts
Mules
Service and maintenance Equipment
Holiuvi Storage and Supply
Fuel Storago 'and Supply
-21-
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Application Airship Ground Handling Airship Ground Handl&ng
Model No 26ON-001 256H-uul
SpecLlicalton ALB-Sr-7-31 AER-SE-7.28
Drive independent or 4-whorl lndrpfndrnt or 6-wtneel
Stffrtng Independent or 4-whrel independent or 4-wheel
Dual operation Tractor and wwch operators Tractor and winch operators
LAngth (over-&L) 17 feet 17 toot,	 10 75 itches
Width (over-all) 8 feet 8 feet, 0 inches
He14hi (over-all) 6 feet	 6 Inches 0 feet,	 2.75 inches
We Iglu 17,590 pounds 21, 000 pounds
Tractor
Manulacturtr rrank L>ugh Co American Coleman, Model C-78
!Deed (max unum) 60 mph 20 mph
Turning dumeter 20 feet, 6 Inches 36 feet
Dra r0 u pull 6, 000 pounds 24, 000 pounds
Motor 6-cylinder, gasoluw 4-cylinder. diesel
(IN - Series JX-',) (GM - Series 71)
Electrical system 12-volt d-c 24-volt d-c
Traastntsown MT-40 Allison Torgrnailc Converters
Model TC•500
Witch (power-operated)
Wte tension (developed) 5, 800 powds 91 Speed -	 1, 600 pounds
Low Speed -
	
8.000 pounds
Root-in speed (matlmum) 500 feel per minute HI Speed -	 600 feet per minute
Low Speed-	 100 feet per rrunute
Cable length 400 feet 500 feet
Enone and controls electrical
systems 12-volt d-e 12-voH d-c
Drtvo system,	 electrical (eddy-
current coupling generator) 110-volt d-c 110-volt d-c
Cable cutter Electrical Electrical
Control console Controls all components Contruls all components
FIG. 12
-27-
The actual size and complexity of the maintenance base
will vary according to the size of the dirigible and
the number of ships in the fleet. These requirements
are listed in Table 7.
Hangars
A hangar is needed to provide access to the upper parts
of dirigibles, and to provide protected facilities for
assembly and repair. The size of the building depends
on the number of dirigibles in the fleet. Using the
3 week period for maintenance, hangars are required
with the following capacities:
Required
No. of Ships in Fleet	 Hangar Capacity
1-17 1
18-34 2
35-68 3-4
69-102 5-6
The hangar must be large enough to allow safe docking
and undocking. Required land areas or hangar dimensions
are calculated by:
A = (1.1L X 2D) N
Where: A = Total Land Area
L = Length of Dirigible
D = Max. Dia. of Dirigible
N = No. of Dirigibles to be
accommodated
The required land area and hangar dimensions are shown
in Table B. Mooring circle areas are also shown in Table
8.
Fuel, Oil, Lubricants
The operation is analyzed as one rcquiring fueling at
only one point. The round trip from Mazamari is pre-
sumed to be made on a single fueling. Therefore, for
this analysis, the operations base is assumed to be the
only airport with fuel supply and storage. Operational
experience may dictate multiple facilities.
-28-
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Ballast
Each landing site should be equipped to ballast the
dirigibles as may be required. It is possible that
most of the time, the desirod static condition can
be achieved by loading cargo, but temporary additional
weight may be required. Since ballast can be in the
form of water which is readily pumped into storage
facilities on board, this facility is easily provided.
Helium Supply
It is assumed that all helium is imported. Two pro-
cedures may be used based on information in Ref. 1.
The choice depends on the size of the dirigibles and the
number of ships in the fleet. The first method involves
importing modules of helium containing 3257 m 3 per module.
At the delivery point, such as the maintenance and opera-
tions base, the gas is used to inflate the dirigible and
the modules can be kept on hand to be used for replenish-
ment. A second method involves building a storage
facility. This can be a low pressure, large expandable
tank -- or a flexible envelope -- or in the form of
high pressure storage cylinders, which can be supplied
by the helium distributor. High pressure storage
requires manifolds for connecting numbers of cylinders
and a compressor. A fully developed facility would have
both high and low pressure storage.
-31-
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DIRIGIBLE REQUIREMENTS
A measure of transport capability is the term: productivity
(P). This is defined as:
P = v W
a p
Where: v  = average route speed
Wp = cargo weight
in the past, dirigibles achieved productivity values which
exceeded these of airplanes primarily due to large cargo
capacity and relatively small route speed differential.
Later developments in airplanes increased the speed differ-
ential as well as payloads and reversed this relationship.
Dirigibles are limited by their large hull, volumes to low
speed flight, so that significant increases in transport
efficiency cannot be gained by raising the speed. If
attempts are made to fly dirigibles in the speed regimes
of airplanes, the power required very quickly exceeds
that of airplanes of comparable capacity. In addition,
the hull volume for equal payload capacity also grow at a
rapid rate. An example is illustrated in Figure 13, which
plots horsepower and volume required against maximum speed
for 10 ton payloads.
Productivity values for different combinations of speed
and payload are shown in Figure 14. This provides a
useful index for comparing capabilities of various types
of aircraft. it is a dependent figure of merit since it
is based onva, which is dependent on route distance.
The term v  Fan be determined from a calculation of
block time ( b). Block time is the total period of
movement from and to the airport loading ramps, including
the flight time.
Airline operations use precise values of block time based
on traffic statistics for particular routes and airports.
This is not possible for non-existant routes. Therefore,
an equation was developed to account for anticipated
effects on the operation of various types of aircraft on
the primary routes. The aircraft and their characteris-
tics are listed in Table 9.
-32-
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RELATION OF VOLUME & POWER
OF DIRIGIBLES VS VELOCITY
FOR 10 TON CARGOES
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Block time equals:
t	 D + C 11b
v
c	to
v 
c 
2
Where: D route distance
C correction for
descent time
v
c
= cruise speed at
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climb and
cruise altitude
v W" wind speed
t9 = time on 
the ground
t q was assumed to be 0.25 hours for all aircraft. This
time includes taxiing to the end of the runway from the
loading point, ta.1cing-off, landing, and return to the
loading ramp. In the case of dirigibles, it includes
connecting to a must, unmasting, positioning the dirigi-
ble for take-off, take-off, and the reverse operation
at destination. As route distances become shorter,
block time differences between slow and fast aircraft
diminish. Table 10 compares block times for various
aircraft now in operation in the Selva Central against
a dirigible with a design cruise velocity of 100 1-an/hr.
Dirigible payloads are also shown in the Table.
The distance involved represent three logs of the primary
route fx'om Esperanza to Mazamari with the Esperanza-Atalaya
leg being the longest and Pto. Ocopa-Mazamari as the shor-
test. The fourth column is for the case where, a dirigible
is completely loaded at Esperanza and flies directly to
Mazamari for a total distance of 516 Rm. As shown, rela-
tive productivity for dirigibles 
v 
increases as the distance
clueu  to the effects of a.
It should be noted that no time is allowed for refueling,
loading, or unloading. If these times were included, the
average speeds would decrease for all aircraft, and the
ratios between the airplanes and dirigibles would decrease
slightly, assuming that equal time would be needed in
these operations for all types. The average total route
distance for all primary routes is 271 km. The average
log distance is 117 km. A mean of these two values, gives
a route distance of 194 km and a route speed ( va) of 84
kin/hr. for the dirigible. This case is also listed in
Table 10 along with ratios for payloads with equivalent
productivity.
Using this average route speed value, the payload capacities
-36-
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and numbers of dirigibles required to achieve various
delivery rates can be calculated as:
N =--Q-.
qt 
Where: N = number of dirigibles
required
Q = quantity of cargo to be
delivered per year ( T)qn)
q = delivery capability of
dirigible (tkm./hr . )
t t = total flight hours per year
(2800)
Total flight hours (2800) are chosen on the basis of an
8 hour/day operation with approximately a 3 week period
required for major maintenance. This, by the way, is
a high utilization rate for short haul services. The
various numbers of dirigible; required are shown in Table
11. Dirigible transport capabilities are also plotted in
Figure 15.
These numbers signify, for example, that projected 100 M t km
cargoes could be transported by a fleet of 22 20t
payload dirigibles. Each dirigible would be capable of
delivering at any one time loads nearly equal to those
carried in L-100 airplanes. Equal productivity, however,
would require a dirigible of 90.2 tons payload. The
cargo requirement for 1985 (100 million tkm) could also be
transported by a fleet of 43 10t or 85 5t dirigibles.
These requirements for various fleet sizes presume that
the dirigible starts its flight at the point of first
cargo pick-up. Round trips along each route are not
included in the route distances or for calculating flight
time due to the nature of the route. As an example, it
is not presumed that the dirigible flies from Mazamari to
Esperanza without cargo and returns with cargo. As a
refinement, this kind of route analysis can be made
using different combinations of routes and cargoes. In
the present analysis, .t is presumed that equal loads
are flowing in both directions -- although not necessarily
the same type of cargo -- so that the fleet sizes listed
are really an indication of the transport capacity for a
total flight time of 2800 hours per year.
w
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In listing those numbers, it seems reasonable that the
maximum number of dirigibles operating on the primary
routes should not exceed approximately 100 due to prac-
tical considerations of terminal congestion and ground
facilities.
r
t t is also or interest to note that if the needs for
cargo transport are not achieved immediately, lower
quantities, for example,, 50-million ton--km, could be
transported by a fleet of 11 20 ton payload dirigibles,
with a productivity rate approximately equal to Do-Havil-
land Buffalo (DI-IC-5) airplane. Smaller dirigibles of
2 and Bt capacities are competitive with the light air-
craft now in use but are capable of delivering signifi-
cantly larder cargoes at one time.
No single size of dirigible is necessarily a solution.
On long flights such as from Esperanza to Mazamari,
lar(lor dirigibles may be desirable to accommodate the
heavy cargo requirements from the Esperanza zone. Land-
ing only at Mazamari would favor the overall efficiency
of the operation and 0implify requiro pients for groundJ
handling, etc. at intermediate points. Smaller dirigi-
bloc might prove to be more effective and easier to
handle on shorter routes. Some of the decisions required
can 
be 
made on the basis of the economic analyz3is which
follows. Others may be basod on loss tangible factors.
___9
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The general characterie ics of the dirigibles required for
operation in the Selva Central can be identified, based
on the mission analysis. As stated, two major types are
considerod, conventional and hybrid. All dirigibles
are proposed as nonrigids with the exception of the
100 ton payload vehicle. This was assumed to be a rigid
type because of its size.
All conventional dirigibles were assumed to have identical
performance except for their payload capacity. The hy-
brids were chosen from previous studies with performance
as close to the ranges of the conventional types. Table
12 shows the common characteristics for the various
sizes used in the study. Specific characteristics for
each type are listed in Table 13. The costs were
derived from the rconomi.c analysis made in the next
section. Component weights for 5-40t ships were derived
through the use of the U.S. Navy NAPSAP computer program.
It can be noted that a cruise speed of 100 xm/hr. is
listed for all ships. This wa6° chosen to provide a low
fuel consumption rate combined with a useful cruise
speed. The maximum speed of 138 km/hr. provides suffi-
cient margin for ample take-off power and for operation in
high head winds. Later in this study, the effects of
higher speeds are explored.
ballonet size on each dirigible allows for the normal
cruise altitude of 960m with sufficient capacity to com-
pensate for high ambient temperatures and superheat
without exceeding pressure height. The ballonet ceiling
of 2895 m is more or less standard in nonrigid design
and allows for special missions where higher altitude
flight is required. As noted, however, the normal pres-
sure height is 1524 m.
The values for finess ratio and prismatic coefficient
are based on conventional dirigible shapes.
Fuel capacity for 12 hours of cruise at 100 km/hr, is
sufficient to allow flying the entire longest route
and returning without refueling. However, sizing and
performance calculations were based on the median range
round trip with a reserve of about 22%. This is also
sufficient for a one-way non-refueled flight over the
longest route distance. if longer endurance is re-
quired, then payload would have to be adjusted to allow
for increased fuel load. All fuel consumption is based
on use of 'turbine engines
-42-
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E,luctronict) and othor equipment for navigation and
coiluminication are allow  for in tho mission 0,quipment
wei(Ilit spocifiod.
Tho loading of cargo could be accomplished througb
the uscA of modularized containcr q to minimize the
time and compl(,xity of this oporation. The containers
would bo whoolod or trailored to tbo dirigible and
0011110ct:od to tho cur structure tbrokigh the uso, of
cluiok-oonnoot licardwarc.
Fiquro 10 sliows profile Views of the vans 	 sizes
of diriqiblo8 studiod. Figure 17 illustratos a loading
prock,duro.
Tho	 and weights for the 100 ton vehicle
wore otstimutc'd by Lho author. This Was pro.Sumed 'to
11,.1vo 10111 , onqlnot; -
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ECONOMICS
Accurate analysis of costs for the acquisition and opera-
tion of dirigibles involves three elements: (1) appli-
cable data base, (2) current industrial experience, (3)
mission related calculations. The first two provide
source material for the third. Unfortunately, neither
of these sources exist. Dirigible manufacture and
operations of any significant magnitude in the United
States were terminated in 1961. Data from these activi-
ties are not particularly useful since the dirigibles
were designed to carry complex and expensive electronic
weapon systems for military use which greatly increased
the cost of design, construction, and operation. There
were and are no comparable activities anywhere in the
world for either civil or military applications.
Current enterprises are experimental and of limited
scope. On these bases, economic analyses can be sub-
ject to some if not considerable inaccuracy. Those
performed in the study were made with this fact in mind
and many personal judgements combined with data from
current activities and estimates from vendors in supply
industries were applied in an attempt to reach reasonable
conclusions regarding economic potential. All costs are
expressed in U.S. 1981 dollars, and all data used were
modified in terms of this common base.
The Cost of Dirigibles
Data from several existing or contemplated dirigibles
were studied to establish a cost trend for different
sizes. it was found that this could not be done with-
out compensating for large differences in performance
and system complexity. The trends established, using
data from Table 14, compared with airplanes and heli-
copters, plotted on the same basis, are shown in Figure
18.
In order to establish a more valid approach, data from
several groups of airplanes were plotted as shown in
Figure 19. These show a trend opposite to that in
Figure 18, and indicate that aircraft of similar types
do not cost more per pound of weight with increasing
size. The large negative slope for jet transports also
shows the effects of high production rates. The excep-
tion seems to be for light airplanes but here again,
the heavier types in this category generally have higher
performance.
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The dirigibles being considered for this study are
all in the same category of performance except for cargo
capacity. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that
cost per pound should be equal through the entire range
of sizes, assuming equal production quantities. With
these trends as an indication, a cost approach was used
which considers a dirigible to consist of three major com-
ponents: envelope, airframe and systems, and propulsion.
This was done on the basis that component costs could
be more accurately established and components may be
obtained through separate manufacturers. Thus each
would already include some profit (to the vendor).
Costs for final assembly of the vehicle and some addi-
tional amounts for administration and profit must be
added.
The component costing method is expressed as follows:
Cu - C^  F(a f 1 + bf2 + df8 ) WE + cP 1
^L	 CA
Where: Cu = production costs assuming a
rate is achieved where appreciable
reductions due -to learning are not
significant
^
= Administrative costs and profits
1 on final production operations
(assembly, testing, etc.).
Evidence from recent projects
suggests a value of 1.5.
Assembly cost factor = .85
a,b = Cost per ,kg of envelope and
airframe.'
d = Cost per kg of rotor systems(for hybrids)
,i
f 1 , f 2 = Weight fraction of envelope
and airframe. The airframe in-
cludes all components and systems
except envelope and propulsion.
-52_
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WE = Weight empty
c = Cost per horsepower of
engines, transmissions, and
propulsive units (propellers)
The envelope is a component unique to nonrigid dirigibles.
Cost data for envelopes were used from actual and estimated
construction costs from recent U.S. and British dirigibles
and balloons. It was found that a substantial difference
existed between these two sources. Some of this can be
explained by variations in design and construction methods
and the rest by differences in profit and overhead expense.
The curves shown in Figure 20,were adjusted for these
differences and represents average international competi-
tive price levels. The lower limit was used.
The airframe component is assumed to include all major
systems except the propulsion. system. The structures
involved are similar to airplanes with two differences:
they are larger and they are of lighter construction.
It was assumed that costs for these components would be
similar to airplane components in the same weight cate-
gory, i.e. -- that portion represented by the dirigible
weight fraction.
Airframe costs, including systems, were separated from
propulsion costs for the airplanes studied to prepare
the curves on Figure 21. Using these trends as a basis
and considering the points discussed above, a probable
dirigible airframe and systems cost curve was estab-
lished. A band of values is shown in Figure 21, represent-
ing upper and lower bound estimates. A mean value was
used to calculate dirigible airframe and system costs.
Data from Ref. 2 were used to plot cost trends for propul-
sion systems as shown in Figure 22.
Component costs were calculated based on the components
weights derived in the NAPSAP program. An exception was
the 100 ton payload dirigible. Since this was presumed
to be a rigid, costs were based on information in Ref. 3.
Hybrid dirigible costs were derived from a combination of
the component cost method and data in Ref. 4.
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Total System Costs (CT) can be
expressed as follows:
C T = C 11 + C 0
Where: C11 = Initial investment
CO = Operating Costs
Initial Investment
It is obvious from the market analysis that a fleet of
dirigibles would be required to meet the cargo require-
ments as *projected for the next 20 years. An operation
of this ri,agnitude is akin to airl:Lne service and would
require a complete transport system including a base of
operations, a maintenance base, proper equipment at all
airports on the primary routes for handling dirigibles,
and sufficiently trained and skilled personnel. it is
likely, however, that such facilities could be acquired
gradually and expanded as the traffic demands. Opera-
tions could begin, for example, with a single 5 ton
dirigible which would be capable of I million ton km
of transport, a level likely to represent initial opera-
tions or a trial program to evaluate the system.
It was assumed that the minimum required facilities for
the primary route are established to begin with, and
each airport is modifie6 as previously discussed even
for single vehicle operation.
This analyses treats the initial investment as distinct
from operating costs since a number of optionL., for finan-
cing are possible such as:
1. Considu,,.,ed as basic to the development of the
region and not charged against the dirigible
operation.
2. Partially charged.
3. Charged completely.
-57-
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Whatever method is chosen, its impact can be assessed.
It can also be compared to other system investment
costs such as: road building, airport enlargement, and
runway hardening, etc.
Costs can be expressed as follows:
ELI = C  + Cab + CA
Where: C11 = Initial investment costs
C  = Ground handling vehicle costs
Ca
 Airport, maintenance and operations
base cost
CA
 = Dirigible costs
Cost for all items are based on the references; noted.
Where it was deemed attainable, prices were adjusted to
reflect benefits of lower labor costs for items which
could be co, zstructed in Peru, such as mooring masts
and hangars.
Ground Handling
It is possible under favorable conditions to ground
handle dirigibles of any size with manpower alone,
and the relatively low cost of manpower in Peru makes
this the least expensive method in any ase. However,
me!c:hanical equipment, as described in the previous sec-
tion, prov4.des more reliable and safer operations. It is
assumed, therefore that ground crews only will be used
to handle conventional dirigibles up to 10 t payload
capacity, but that mechanical mules will assist this
operation for larger sizes. Mules are listed at $380,000
each. Two are required for 20-40 t dirigibles and four
for 100 t sizes.
Hybrid dirigibles normally would not require ground crews
for landing and taking-off, subject to the limitations
previously discussed.
Air 
	
t !Modification
The costs of airports consist of clearing and grubbing
..58.
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expense. A cost of $1000/ha was used, based on Ref. 5.
Mooring Sites
The cost of mooring sites are a combination of land pre-
paration expense and mast costs. The same rate as for
airport modification was used for mooring circles. It
was presumed that mooring sites would be constructed for
three sizes: 5-10t payload dirigibles, 20-40t, and 100t.
A stick mast was assumed in all cases. No cost distinction
was made for these, although a slight difference in cost
depending on dirigible size would actually be -the case.
An average cost of $187,500 per mast was used.
Hangars
The cost of a hangar or hangars is assessed on the basis
of maintenance requirements. It is assumed that each
dirigible will require a 3 week period per year for major
maintenance in a hangar. It is assumed that new dirigibles
are delivered assembled or that sufficient space exists
in the hangar to allow fo-1 their assembly either between
maintenance schedules for other dirigibles or during
them, and no additional hangar facilities are needed for
this function. In all cases a single building was assumed,
although it may be more practical to consider building
more than one unit of smaller size. 'Omit costs for con-
struction were assumed as $300/m2 based on Ref. 5.
Maintenance and Operations Base
Costs chargeable against the base include land cleari_.g
and grubbing for the hangar and mast sites,mooring'masts,
helium storage, ground handling equipment, fire fighting
equipment, fueling facilities, ballast facilities, and
space and equipment for management and administration.
The degree to which any or all of these facilities is in-
cluded in the cost calculation is dependent on dirigible
and flee sizes. Costs associated with the required
equipment and facilities are ].stud in Table 15.
All equipment is considered'to b!we an amortization
life of 30 years with a loan rate of 15%, with the ex-
ception of automotive equipment 1%+hicks is assumed at 10
years.
Initial investment costs for con>rentional dirigibles
-59-
COSTS OF FACILITIES
FOR
OPERATION & MA I NTEN ; l
LAND CLEARING
HANGAR CONSTRUCTION
MOORING MASTS
MOBILE
-- FIXED
HELIUM FACILITIES
GAS
-- STORAGE CYLINDERS
COMPRESSOR
MODULES
	 (RENTAL)
MECHANICAL MULES
FIRE FIGHTING EQPT.
HANGAR EQUIPMENT	 (TOTAL)
HIGH RANGER 136000
AUXILIARY GENERATOR
	
21003
GROUND CLOTHS
	 5000
INFLATION NETS
	 10000
INFLATION TUNNELS
	 5000
BOSUNS CHAIRS
	 2000
BLOWERS
	
20000
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT	 500000
FUEL FACILITY
FUEL TRUCK
BALLAST FACILITIES
ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
I
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COST ( $
1000/ha
300/m2
482500-724000
187500
2.65/m3
175/cyl.
20000
85/day/MOD.
380000
84000
719000
92000
63000
7000
50-100000
TABLE 15
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ca„culated on an annual basis are shown in Figure 23.
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Operatina Costs
Operating costs can be expressed as:
Co = CIOC + CDOC
Where: CIOC = Indirect operating costs
CDOC r Direct operating costs
Indirect Costs:
CIOC _ Cvm + Cvs + Cch + Cgc + Cmo + Ca
Where: Cvm = Ground equipment maintenance
Cvs = Vehicle Servicing
Cch = Cargo Handling
Cgc = Ground crew
Cmo = Maintenance and Operations Personnel
Ca = Administrative
Maintenance of ground equipment is equivalent to 10% of
the initial investment expense (less interest) per year.
Servicing, ground handling, and cargo handling is assumed
to be performed by the same personnel at each airport, at
a salary cost of $150/man/month or $1800 per year (Ref. 6).
Costs for a total of 8 crews are as follows:
Airship No. In
PL( t) _ Crew Cost/Yr.
5 20 $	 288,000
10 30 432,000
20 12 173,000	
mechanical40 12 173,000	
mules used100 24 346,000
with crew.
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Maintenance . base personnel are assumed to include the
following:
Base Manager - $12,000/yr.
Assistant	 - 10,000
Mechanics
	 - 51000
The number of mechanics required is adjusted according
to the size of the dirigibles and the number in the
fleet.
Operations base personnel include:
Base Manager - $12,000/yr.
Assistant	 - 10,000
Secretary	 -	 5,000
Staff	 -	 3,000 each
The number of staff personnel was adjusted in the
analysis according to fleet requirements.
Administrative costs are assumed to be equal to manage-
ment and maintenance personnel costs.
Annual indirect operating costs for conventional dirigi-
bles are plotted in Figure 24.
Direct Oneratina Costs
Direct operating costs are a function of the number of
dirigibles in the fleet expressed in the following
terms:
CDOC = N Cc + C f + Cde + Cod + Ci + Cma + Che
Where: N = Number of dirigibles
Cc= Flight crew costs (at $12,000/annum/person
C f = Fuel cost (at $1.25/gal.
C = Depreciation (at 8.5% cost of dirigible -
de This assumes a residual value of 15% and
a 10 year life).
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C od;:*- Obsolescence & Deterioration (at
0.1% of annual cost of dirigible)
C	 Insurance (at 1% annual cost of dirigible)
C	 (based on airplanema ­^ Dirigible maintenancedata and adjusted for local condi-
tions)
C he= Helium replenishment (based on loss of
1/3 dirigible volume per annum)
The particular values used in this study can be combined
to give the following expression for DOC:
DOC = N 
I 
ns + 522q + .0859 C 
a + 12.04 WE + .883,v4]
Where: n = No. in flight crew
s = Annual Salary
q = Fuel factor
C 
a 
= Cost of dirigible
WE = Weight Empty
IV4 = Volume of Envelope
Direct operating costs for conventional dirigibles are
plotted in Figure 25 for various quantities of dirigibles.
Total costs are plotted in Figure 26.
Figure 27 is a plot of costs for equal delivery ,
 capability.
The advantages of large dirigibles are readily apparent.
The productivity increase provided by the larger size
illustrates the benefits of the volumetric efficiency.
The 40T dirigibles can operate at lower total costs while
delivering equal quantities of cargo.
This conclusion is violated in the case of the 100T dirigi-
ble. This is caused by the change in type. Rigid dirigi-
bles are more expensive to manufacture and the cost in-
crease is sufficient to outweigh the advantages of the in-
creased lifting efficiency. on this basis, the 100T
it ,
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dirigible was eliminated from further consideration. As
was stated earlier, nonrigids were not regarded as a
suitable type in 100t sizes and therefore rigid construc-
tion was assumed.
The comparisons in Figure 27 also tend to eliminate: the
5t size dirigible as a serious choice since its delivery
capability and costs make it less efficient than the
larger dirigibles. however, less tangible factors may
dictate different conclusions. One of these would be
an initial low transport demand such as 1M t km which
could be accommodated by a single 5t vehicle. Other
factors might include available investment funding and
the existence of one size vs. one not built.
in the comparisons and alternatives which follow, 'the
5t and 1001. dirigibles were eliminated from the analysis
but the above points should be remembered in drawing
conclusions from this study.
The assumptions regarding the 1001 dirigible are subject
to further consideration as well. The initial assumptions
are based on the fact that the largest nonrigid ever con-
structed, the U.S. Navy ZPG-3W, had a volume of 42,480 m3,
and the largest nonrigid designed for Navy service was
the ZWG at 79,298 m3 . Material improvements becoming
available today would certainly allow larger nonrigids
or less costly rigids to be built, but it is beyond the
scope of this study to determine present limits.
The costs associated with hybrid dirigibles are plotted
in Figure 28. Indirect operating costs were assumed to
be the same or less than those for conventional types and
are not plotted.
Costs for acquisition and operation of single conventional
20t dirigibles are compared with those for a fleet (43)
in Figure 29 . It is obvious that while the base and
facilities costs remain practically constant, the costs
of dirigibles predominates for fleet quantities. This
illustrates the high sensitivity of economic analyses to
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dirigible costs and emphasizes the care that must be
taken in determining such values. Possible variations
and their effects are discussed later.
It can also be seen (from Figure 28) that hybrid costs
are approximately double those of conventional types.
In both cases, the indirect operating costs are very
small compared	 ,h investment and direct operating
costs.
COST COMPARISONS WITH OTHER AIRCRAFT
Two airplanes, the DeHavilland DHC-5 and the Lockheed
L-100, were used to compare cost and transport capability
with the various sizes of conventional dirigibles in this
study, The same methodology was applied to divide costs
among initial investments and indirect and direct opera-
ting costs. The two airplanes chosen are both capable of
short field take-off and landing and operation from rela-
tively unprepared fields when lightly loaded, but since
their performance was analyzed for maximum payloads, it
was assumed that a hardened runway would be required. The
cost of this additional facility was charged against the
initial investment cost. Data for airport improvement costs
were taken from Ref. 5. No allowance was made for possible
additional expense of transporting the materials re-
quired for the airport modifications.
Two cases were studies initially: single aircraft opera-
tion expense and costs for an equal quantity of cargo
(100M Can). All cases were based on block speeds for
the median transport distance (194 km) as previously
determined.
It was determined that while total costs for a single
20t payload dirigible are less than those for the air-
plane, the transport of ZOOM t km will involve greater
total costs because of differences in productivity.
Operating costs will be less for the 40t dirigible than
for either airplane and less for the 20t than the L-1,00.
Higher Speed Airships
It was recognized that although a design cruise speed of
100 km/hr. gave the dirigibles good fuel economy, it also
-fie-
,	 _	 ^
x
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handicaps them in productivity, when com.par.4^d with air-
planes like the DHC-5 and L-100. Raising the cruising
speed increases fuel consumption but, does not appreci-
ably change size or maximum power requirements for the re-
latively short range operations involved in these
missions, as long as the maximum speed is not changed.
Therefore, the effects of higher cruise speed were in-
vestigated. New va values were calculated for cruise
speeds of 118 and 136 km/hr. These results,shown in
Figure 30, clearly demonstrate the benefits of the
increase. Total costs for the 40t size, are signifi-
cantly less than the airplanes. At 13 15 km/hr. both 20
and 40t dirigibles have lower total costs than the air-
planes as well as lower operating costs.
Lower Fuel Consumption
Since all of the dirigibles in the preceding analysis
were assumed to have turbine engines (turboprop pro-
pulsion), a case was studied to determine the effects
of using reciprocating engines. An improvement in total
costs was shown for the 40t dirigibles and in operating
costs for 'both the 20 and 40 tsizes compared with the
airplanes. However, these improvements are not as great
as those derived from higher cruising speeds and turbo-
prop engines. It is c lovious that the optimum combination
is with reciprocating engines and higher cruise speeds.
It should be pointed out that most of these cost differ-
ences stem from the decreased numbers of dirigibles re-
quired primarily. Therefore the plots of costs for the
slower dirigibles shown in Figures
	 23, 24, 25, and
26	 are generally valid.
Characteristics of these alternate dirigibles are compared
with the original selections and are listed in Table 16.
REVENtlE COSTS
Revenue costs are the expenses to the customers using the
transport Service. Certain assumptions were made as
follows:
1. Flights out to the supply zone are 50% loaded,
while return flights are 100%. This gives an
average load factor of 75%.
-73-
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2. Total costs are charged to the operation,
or only DOC and IOC costs.
®^,^/^
3. The higher cruise speed dirigibles were used ^p0^
(118	 &	 136 km/hr.) .
4. A profit of 25% (before taxes)
	
is assumed.
^^
'Y
Thus revenue costs are:
_	 C
Cr .75 (1 + .25)
Revenue costs in $/t k-a are listed in Table	 17.
i!
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A	 DISCUSSION	 OF POOR QUALrrV
There are many variables in this type of mission analysis
which, if explored, would probably indicate a greater
number of optimum combinations than the few identified.
However, time and the general paucity of useful reference
material did not permit this to occur. Likewise, certain
economic comparisons such as a road construction program
in place of the dirigible system was not explored. It
was expected, however, that some of this comparative data
may already be established so that dirigible operations
may be compared against any other system.
This entire study was based on essentially state-of-the-
art dirigible technology. This does not mean that
conventional or hybrid dirigibles exist in the sizes
identified for the mission needs, but for the most part,
conventional dirigibles were built in these sizes and
were of greater complexity than those required here.
The particular combinations using turboprop propulsion
would not require any new technology development but
merely the engineering design required. Turboprops
were considered since they now represent currently
available propulsion in the necessary horsepower ranges.
There are some limited developments occuring in gasoline
and diesel reciprocating engines, which could be adapted
for dirigible use, if continued. (Ref.
	 2, & 7,) .
The weight analysis assumed use oa' design methods and
materials previously used and did not allow for some of
the more advanced materials and structural developments
which are likely to offer reduced weight and hence
smaller dirigibles using less power. This offers poten-
tial for shifting the cost comparisons more in favor of
dirigibles.
The mission analysis identifies transportation systems
with little distinction among various types of aircraft
except the need for airport development. Thus a unique
and non-competitive requirement for dirigibles did not
emerge. Dispite this, advantages were apparent. The
following discussion keeps all of the above points in
mind.
Requirements
This entire study was based on the mission requirements
provided by the O.E.E.: in essence, the need for a
transportation system in the Selva Central of sufficient
-78-
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capacity to move agricultural products and lumber to a
zone or location from which other transport, such as
road vehicles can move it to the markets. The projected
quantity of cargo was of sufficient magnitude such that
vehicles capable of moving loads in multiples of tons
are required and fleets of vehicles are needed to meet the
demand. The various zones of development at present are
isolated except for small airfields of inadequate size
and capacity to accommodate large aircraft.
The evaluation of dirigibles as potential cargo vehicles
reveals that the Selva region is well suited to their
operation. Neither altitude or climate would present
any problem for these aircraft. Present airfields,
while long enough for operation with 5-10-T dirigibles,
would have to be widened so as to provide a nearly
square area, and allow room for mooring during loading
or overnight storage.
Airport modification could require use of bulldozers for
removing tree stumps and leveling the land. This equip-
ment could be flown in by airship under -the right condi-
tions, so that construction of a road or use of river
transport would not be required. Hardening the airport
surface is not required as it would be for heavy air-
planes since little of the total weight of the dirigible
is born on its landing gear, so that construction be-
yond the clearing and leveling operation is unnecessary.
A dirigible using vectored thrust may allow somewhat
more flexibility for the initial preparatory phase by
not requiring much additional airport space provided
that wind and weather conditions were not severe. Like,
wise, the mooring mast equipment for each location could
be flown in and set-up while the dirigible waited for
completion of that operation.
A more detailed study of each zone should be made to
determine whether a new landing site should not be
located right at the farm or at least be dedicated to
dirigible operations only.
The most complex aspect is the construction of a main-
tenance base. The fleets of dirigibles identified
must have adequate provisions for inspection and main-
tenance. However, it is possible for an operation to
start with one or two dirigibles where servicing at the
mast is only required -- provided that the maintenance
-79-
facility becomes available within a reasonable time
(6-12 mos.)
The loading and unloading of cargo in an efficient
manner is essential to the success of the system. It
has already been suggested that a modular system be
used so that containers only are loaded on the dirigible
by means of some quick connect arrangement. There is
no doubt that there will also be a number of passengers
to be transported throughout the area as well as the
equipment required to develop and implement the agricul-
tural operation. The design of a dirigible must con-
sider these needs and allow sufficient cargo space for
them.
Diria ibles
The dirigibles identified by cargo capacity do not
necessarily need to fall into these groups. A detailed
design study is required to arrive at optimum sizes to
satisfy requirements. The characteristics identified
in this study should serve as a guide for the development
of specifications. If many of the new technology develop-
ments now becoming available are applied, the dirigibles
could be smaller and perhaps less expensive than those
listed.
Hybrid dirigibles do not seem to be required since con-
ventional, hence more economical types, appear to meet
the requireemtns, Hybrids would offer some advantages
initially, however.
	
They could be flown into existing
locations without any prepared landing sites, even
airfields, being required. They could transport, heavy
construction equipment and place it where it is neoded
without any intermediate mode being employed. It would
appear then, that at least a single heavy-lift type
hybrid might be extremely useful during the early stages
of the Selva development. Their use would be justified
on the basis of a new capability and not in competition
with other types.
Economics
The various costs and the comparisons established with
airplanes indica'Ce that the larger dirigibles -- 20T and
above would produce substantial cost savings over air-
planes while meeting the demands for transport. The
-80-
analysis showed that a dirigible capable of cruising at
some speed above the 100 km/hr. originally assumed is
required to achieve the productivity levels that result
in real cost benefits over airplanes. For the fleets
involved, these savings are substantial in terms of
millions of dollars per year.
Further economic benefits could result if any of the
following could occur:
1. Less expensive dirigibles.
2. Higher fuel costs.
3. More efficient dirigibles.
Less expensive dirigibles are not likely to occur if
they are purchased from other countries. If some of
the components can be built and the final assembly can
be accomplished in Peru, lower costs might be achieved.
Fuel costs seem to be stable at present. However, if
further shortages occur and prices rise, the economic
differences will favor the dirigible.
More efficient dirigibles can be achieved through tech-
nology advancement. The stimulus for industry that
would be provided by a fleet order could in turn pro-
duce the necessary research and engineering required to
improve preformance.
Intangible Benefits
Direct comparisons among different aircraft are not
possible without omitting certain characteristics
which are not comparable. One of these isthe fact that
the 'larger dirigible can deliver in one load cargoes
that may take several trips by airplane. Cargo that
cannot be divided such as construction equipment (bull-
dozers) could not be carried at all in some airplanes.
Likewise, externally suspended loads can be flown by
dirigible but not by airplane. Thus, even dirigibles
of smaller sizes than the types identified as most
economically attractive may be useful in handling certain
cargoes.
Dirigibles offer more safety for crew and cargo in case
_81-
.,
of a forced landing since ground contact can be made at
zero forward speed. Thus the chances of fatalities
are reduced drastically.
The development of hardened runways for airplane operation
may have been minimized in the analysis since in most
places, roads for transport of construction materials
do not exist.
The Future
Since a dirigible industry does not exist, the situation
is more complex than one where a new airplane requirement
would be generated and implemented. Several problems are
involved. One is the general low level of current engineer-
ing experience. In the cast, of present activities, the
experience with small dirigibles and little if any effort
in design of larger types does not even approach an
industrial base. A requirement for development of larger
vehicles would no doubt stimulate companies to re-acquire
knowledge which none existed in this filed but this learn-
ing experience will be reflected in time and cost.
A second problem exists in training of pilots and other
personnel. For the purchase of one or a few dirigibles,
it can be assumed that pilot and crew training might be
provided by the producer. Later however, facilities must
be established for the continuous operation of a flight
school. If this is considered part of the transport
system, its cost must be added to the other expenses
previously listed.
A ,necbanism for initiating a dirigible transport service
trust be identified. The most difficult part is the
«cquisition of the first dirigible. it must be of suffi-
cient size and have provisons for carrying the kinds of
cargoes projected. Since the analysis indicates the
desirability of using vehicles in the 20 tor greater
category, for economic effectiveness, it is difficult
to justify use of a smaller vehicle. Yet, since the
high cargo rates will not be achieved immediately, a
smaller dirigible would probably be more than adequate
(as previously noted, a single 5t dirigible could trans-
port 1M :t km per year). This size could be used as a
combination trial transport and as a training vehicle.
Later, it would serve as a training vehicle only. Ex-
perience and data developed from this would be useful
..82..
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sign of a larger ship.
hese additional expenses were included in the
V.....i. VffliV analysis. 24- doesn't seem reasonable for a
single system to absorb all of these costs, and if it
had to, this could be the persuasion against doing it
at all. A more realistic view might include considera-
tion of the needs in other countries where similar re-
quirements from several systems could easily increase
the numbers of aircraft needed and help to diminish
developmental costs.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study establishes the general conclusion that dirigi-
bles can be operated in the Selva Central. Optimized
combinations of fleet size and dirigible types would
require more detailed study. These conclusions should
not be construed as necessarily applicable to other types
of missions. Specific conclusions are:
1. Neither weather or terrain in the Selva
Central would prevent use of dirigibles as
transports.
2. Existing airfields would require expansion
to accommodate conventional dirigibles in
normal operations.
3. Hybrid dirigibles could operate without
airfields, but long period operation on
the ground or mooring would require facili-
ties similar to those for conventional types.
4. Conventional nonrigid dirigibles are more
economical as their size increases.
5. Conventional dirigibles can perform the
required transport mission and are cost
effective (in large sizes) compared to
airplanes.
6. Advanced technology would produce positive
benefits for dirigibles and make them more
cost effective.
7. The development and acquisition of the first,
dirigible, and training numbers of pilots and
other personnel is a problem that must be solved
before a commitment for full system development
is made. One possibility exists in multi-national
requirements for similar systems.
The following actions are recommended:
1. A dirigible transport system requirement should
be developed. This would include a schedule for
development of facilities and airfields in the
Selva Central and specification for suitable
dirigibles.
-84- .
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2. More detailed data should be obtained on weather
at the various zones along the intended primary
route.
it
	 3. Further study comparing the proposed air trans-
port system costs with analyses of road construc-
tion and other transport systems should be under-
taken.
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AREA DE ESTUDIO
-	 Zonas :
Pto. Ocopa (Pto. Prado)
Puyeni
Obenteni
Atalaya
Pto. Rico (R3o Ene)
Pto. Breu
Pto. Esperanza
-	 Rutas Probables :
R-1
Atalaya - Puyeni - Pto. Ocopa - Mazamari
R-2
Atalaya - Obenteni - Pto. Ocopa - Mazamari
R-3
Pto, Rico - Mazamari
R-4
Pto. Breu - Atalaya - Ocopa - Mazamari
P-5
Pto, Esperanza - Atalaya - Pto. Ocopa - Mazamari
-82-
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CUADRO N2 1
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
INFRAESTRUCTURA AcREA
	
OF POOR QUALITY
1
AERODROMO
2-
DISTRITO PROPaEDAD DIMENSIO0
PISTA
ELEVAC.
(PIES)
AVION 4
AUTORIZ.
r
SUPERF.
I?
PROVINCIA CHANCHAMAYO
San Ramon San Ramon Estado $00 x 40 2600 DC-3 Arcilla
Alto Pichanaqui Chanchamayo Estado 1200 x 45 2900 Avionta Arcilla
Zotzique La Merced Particular 450 x 30 2475 Avioneta Arcilla
Ipoki La Merced Particular 900 x 80 1800 Avioneta Tierra
Yarinaqui Chanchamayo Particular 400 x 20 1200 Avioneta Arcilla
t^
PROVINCIA SATIPO
Satipo Satipo CORPAC 1180 x 30 2100 DC-3 Arcilla
Pto, Ocopa Rio Tambo Particular 1220 x 45 1220 DC-3 Arcilla	 ^
Mazamari Mazamari Estado 1467 x 44 2150 DC-3 Arcilla
Aoti Rio Tambo Particular 250 x 20 1650 Avioneta Tierra
Ashaninga Rio Tambo Particular 380 x 20 1080 Avioneta Tierra
Coriri Pangoa Particular 300 x 15 1300 Avioneta Tierra
Chichireni Pangoa Particular 250 x 20 1400 Avioneta Tierra
Miaria Pangoa Particular 280 x 20 950 Avioneta
i
Tierra
Santaro Rio Tambo Particular 200 x 25 1000 Avioneta Tierra
Quempiri Pangoa Particular 300 x 20 1300 Avioneta Tierra
Tsomaveni Mazamari Particular 250 x 15 1500 Avioneta Tierra
Anapati Rio Tambo Particular 260 x 20 1000 Avioneta Tierra
Cotivereni Rio Tambo Particular 930 x 40 1025 DC-3 Tierra
Pitza Rio Tambo Particular 225 x 30 2000 Avioneta Tierra
Rateri Rio Tambo Particular 850 x 40 900 DC-3 Arcilla
Puyeni Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 20 1000 Avioneta Arcilla	
a
Potsateni Rio Tambo Particular 365 x 35 1174 Avioneta Arenoso
Camajini Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 30 1630 Avioneta
Saniveni Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 30 1150 Avioneta Arcilla
Shevoja Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 30 915 Avioneta Arcilla
Tsitsireni Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 30 1125 Avioneta Arcilla	 3
Chamiriari Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 30 1000 Avioneta Arcilla,
Mayapo Rio Tambo Particular 300 x 30 950 Avioneta Arcilla
Y
n ;
C 2
ORIGINAL
OF POOR
PAGE IS
QUALITY
AERODROMO	 n D^ISTRITO PROPIEDAD
DIMENSION
PISTA
ELEVAC
*
 - AVION '-
(PIES) 	 AUTORIZ.
7SUPERF.
y
PROVINCIA OXAPAMPA
Pto.Bermudez Pto.Bermudez CORPAC 850 x 10 820 DC-3 Arcilla
Iscozacin Huancabamba Particular 1200 x 40 900 DC-3 Ripio
P.Victoria Pto.Bermudez CORPAC 850 x 30 760 DC-3 Arcilla
Comparachimas Huancabamba
Oxapampa Oxapampa Estado 850 x 114 9560 Avioneta Tierra
La Llobera Pto.Bermudez Particular 500 x 10 954 Avioneta Arcilla
Anacayali Pto.Bermudez Particular 450 x 15 891 Avioneta Arcilla
Cahuapanas Pto.Bermudez Particular 380 x 20 775 Avioneta Arcilla
Shirincamasu Oxapampa Particular 550 x 20 1100 Avioneta Arcilla
San Pablo Huancabamba Particular 790 x 15 510 Avioneta Arcilla
Pto.Chuchurras Huancabamba Particular 850 x 13 1089 Avioneta Ripio
Santoche Pto.Bermudzz Particular 350 x 15 1148 Avioneta Arcilla
Villa Rica Huancabamba Particular 400 x 35 1175 Avioneta Arcilla
Rami Pto.Bermudez Particular 600 x 27 900 Avioneta Arcilla
Esperanza
(Amuesha) Huancabamba Estado 400 x 25 3,100 Avioneta Arcilla
San Jose Pto.Bermudez Particular 500 x 10 860 Avioneta Arcilla
San Cristobal Oxapampa Particular 700 x 10 900 Avioneta Arcilla
San Pedro Huancabamba Particular 600 x 10 940 Avioneta Arcilla
San Juan Oxapampa Avioneta Arcilla
Pozuzo Pozuzo Avioneta Arcilla
Codo del Pozuzo Pozuzo Avioneta Arcilla
3a
PROVINCIA	 PACHITEA
Aguas Calientes Pachitea 	 Particular
	 1025 x 100	 528	 DC-3
	
Arcilla
Pto. Inca	 Pto. Inca	 CORPAC	 1000 x 80	 585	 DC-3	 Arcilla
Tournavista	 Honoria	 Particular
	 1500 x 62	 650	 DC-6
	 Ripio
Fundo F1or	 Pto. Inca	 Particular	 550 x 10	 850	 Avioneta	 Arcilla
Sta. Maria	 Pto. Inca	 Particular	 300 x 20	 900	 Avioneta Arcilla
Llulla Pichis
	
Pto. Inca
	 Estado	 520 x 15	 650	 Avioneta	 Arcilla
PROVINCIA	 CRNEL.,PORTILLO
=- Atalaya	 Raymondi	 Estado	 1500 x 45	 1300	 IBC-3	 Tierra
Aguaytia	 Aguaytia	 Particular
	 1200 x 45
	 715	 C-46	 Arcilla
Los Zorrillos	 Aguaytia	 Particular
	 1352 x 48	 700	 C-130	 Compac-t'ada
i
E1 Sepa (Colo
nia Penal)	 Raymondi
Pucallpa Nuevo Calleria
Pto.Esperanza	 Purus
Unine Raymondi
Sepahua (anti
quo) Raymondi
Sepahua (Total) Raymondi
Bufeo Pozo Raymondi
Balta Purus
Chicosa Raymondi
Intuto Tigre
Encuentro Raymondi
Cantagalto Callei.fa
Pto. Breu Callerfa
Yarinacocha Yarinacocha
San Marcos Pto.	 Balsa
Jatitza Raymondi
Ahuypa Raymondi
Bolognesi Tahuania
Culina Purus
i
r i;
ORIGINAL: PAGE IS
C3 OF POOR QUALITY
AERODROMO 1	 DISTRITO 2..
	
PROPIEDAD 3 DIMENSIONT ELEVAC. AVION G SUPERF ^
PISTA
	
(PIES) AUTORIZ,
Estado 1350 x 40 900 DC-3 Arcilla
CORPAC 2500 x 30 800 Boeing 727 Asf alt.
Estado 800 x 14 394 DC-3 Arcilla
CORPAC 650 x 10 587 Avioneta Arcilla
CORPAC
Estado
Particular
Particular
Particular
CORPAC
Particular
Estado
Estado
Particular
Particular
Particular
Particular
Particular
Particular
1200 x 30
1825 x 30
340 x 30
400 x 20
300 x 20
200Ox 45
300 x 20
350 x 30"
350 x 35
550 x 20
325 x 30
300 x 30
500 x 30
430 x 40
886 C-47
900 C-130
900 Avioneta
600 Avioneta
650 Avioneta
650 C-130
650 Avioneta
200m. Avioneta
800k. C-44
450 Avioneta
585 Avioneta
550 Avioneta
530 Avioneta
Tierra
Grava
Tierra
Tierra
Tierra
Compact.
Tierra
Arcilla
Arc-Aren.
Tierra
Arena
Tierra
Tierra
525 Avioneta Arena
8
PROVINCIA
Teresita
Camisea
Kolpiroshiato
Mipaya
Monte Carmelo
Pacria
Picha
Mantaro
Mantaro Chico
Miaria
q
LA CONVENCION
Echarate Particular 1300 x 40 1968 Avioneta Ripio
Echarate Particular 400 x 20 1200 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 300 x 30 2200 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular' 400 x 20 1000 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 300 x 30 1800 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 300 x 20 980 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 300 x 20 300 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 375 x 20 3300 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 500 x 30 4000 Avioneta Arcilla
Echarate Particular 200 x 20 950 Avioneta Arcilla
FUENTE : Direccion General de Transporte 'Aereo y Oficina de Estadistica.
30.06.81.
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CUADRO N2
	 OF POOR QUALITY
RQUE AEREO DEL SERVICIO NO WGULAR DE TAXI AEREO EN
SELVA CENTRA?., AL 30.12.80
1	 L	 CAPACIDAD 3 4
AS	 AERONAVES	 pASAJEROS1 CARGO,",0 	
OPERACIONES
EREOS, S.A.
Cessna 206 5 54 Operativo 7
Cessna 206 5 54 Operativo
Cessna U-206 5 54 Operativo
Cessna U-206 F 5 54 Operativo
Cessna 402-B 9 162 Reparacion
Cessna 402-B 9 162 Operativo
Cessna U-206 F 5 54 Operativo
Cessna U-206 54 Operativo
Cessna U-206 5 54 Accidentado
recuperable
Cessna 206 5 54 Operativo
Norman Islandez 9 120 Operativo
1
AEROFLOTA, S.A.
Cessna 185 5 59 Operativo
Cessna 180 3 54 Accidnetado
Cessna U-206 5 54 Operativo
Cessna 310 5 440 Operativo
Beefchcraf C-33 3 54 Operativo
TRANSPORTES AEREOS
"EL AGUILA",'S.A.
	 Cessna 402 C 9 162 Operativo
Cessna U-206 5 54 Operativo
Cessna U-206 5 54 Operativo
TRANSPORTES AEREOS
"UCHIZA'', S.A.
Cessna TN 206 G
	 5	 87	 Operativo
Cessna TU 206 G
	 5	 87	 Operativo
/D
Fuente : Direccion General de Transporte Aereo, Oficina de
1) ,
I
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APPENDIX B
PROJECTND LOADS
Page B1: 1. area of study 2. zones 3. probable routes
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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p B2:1, potential areas of sowing and programs proposed 2. zone 3. cultivation 4. rice
5. maize 6. tobacco 7. yucca 8 banana-tree 9. pine 10 citrus fruit 11 coffee 12 cocoa
13 arnotto tree 14 oil producing palm-tree 15 pastures 16 Source: "Report on the
Evaluation of the Soils and Agricultural Potential of the Central Forest" Dr Hugo
Villarhia
Inventory, Evaluation and Integration of the N tural Resources of the Zones: Esperanza,
Chandles-Yaco and Alto Yurua-Breu
pB3. : l.excess exportable agricultural products 2. Center: Pto Ocopa-Pto Prado 3. years
4. cultivation 5. maize 6. tobacco 7. yucca 8. banana tree 9 pine 10 citrus fruit
11 coffee 12 cocoa
pB4: 1. excess exportable agricultural products 2. center: Pto Ocopa-Pto Prado 3. years
4. cultivation 5. maize 6. tobacco 7. yucca 8 banana tree 9. pine 10. citrus fruit 11.
coffee 12 cocoa
pB5: 1. excess agricultural products to be exported 2. zone 3. years 4. cultivation
5. rice 6. maize 7. tobacco 8. yucca 9. banana tree 10 pine 11. citrus fruit 12 coffee
pB6: 1. excess exportable agricultural products 2. zone 3. years 4. cultivation 5. rice
6. maize 7. banana tree 8. pine 9. tobacco 10 yucca 11. cocoa 12 arnotto tree
pB7: 1. excess exportable agricultural, products 2. zone Obenteni 3. years 4. cultiva-
tion 5• rice 6. maize 7. banana tree 8. pine 9. citrus fruit 10 coffee
pB8: 1. excess agricultural products 2. Zone: Pto Rico 3. years 4. cultivation 5. rice
6 maize 7. tobacco 8. yucca 9. banana tree 10. pine 11. citrus fruit 12 coffee 13 cocoa
14 arnotto tree
pB9: 1. excess agricultural products 2. zone: Breu 3. years 4. cultivation 5. rice
6 maize 7. banana tree 8. pine 9 coffee 10 yucca 11 arnotto tree
pB10: 1. excess agricultural products 2. zone: Pto Esperanza 3. years 4. cultivation5. rice 6 maize 7. banana tree 8. pine 9. citrus fruit 10 tobacco 11 yucca 12 arnotto
tree
JpB11: 1. Figure Noly 2. flow of meat through the center (T.M.) 3. years
pB12 :7 Figure No 2; 2. forest flows*; sawn wood (m3) 3. years 1985-2004 4. * annual flows
constant over 20 years
UNWINAL PAGe IS
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Appendix C; Landing runways in the Central Forest
-T^ble il: A 
r	 '1.	 -runway 5. altitudePap. Cl/ . a rpOrl 21nglfft WU5^ property 4. dimenalons of the
^feet) 6, aircraft permitted 7. area 8. province 9. Ohanchamayo 10. Satipo
p C2 1. airport 2. district 3, property 4, dinansions of runway 5. altitude (feet)
6. aircraft permitted 7. area 8. province 9, Oxapampa 10 Pachitea 11 Crnel Portillo
03: 1. airport 2. district 3. property 4. dimensions of runway 5- altitude (feet)
6. aircraft pe-mitted 7. area 8. province 9. La Convencion 10 Source: General
Directorate of Air Transport and Statistics Office
C41 Table 3: Air fleet of the non regular air taxi service in the Central Forest on
30 December 1980
1. companies 2. aircraft 3. capacity 4. passengers 5 load 6 opetat ions 7. operational
8. recoverable after accident 9. involved in an accident 10. W ource; General Direc-
torate of Aii- Transport, Statistics Office.
